A new nonlinear algorithm to control the dynamic plant with limited parametric uncertainty is developed. The algorithm ensures the asymptotic stability and roughness concerning the unaccounted disturbances, and also has almost instantaneous convergence. Simulation studying of operating modes of the synchronous generator with power grid shows the narrow localization (nearly matching) of synchronous generator transient processes in an conditions of` significant variations of its parameters with a large multiplicity. Design and implementation of these algorithms is quite simple and does not require precise debugging.
Introduction
There are many methods of dynamic plants with uncertainty control, including adaptive algorithms that continuously held a leading position. For constructing an adaptive tuning algorithm for controller parameters the method of Lyapunov functions and a variety of gradient methods are frequently used [1] .
The core of these algorithms are algorithms in the form of differential equations ( , ) k e x )( , ) k ( , , , where kmatrix of adjustable parameters, the right side of the equations are defined during the synthesis. Such algorithms include in their structure integrators for updating the configurable parameters. This makes them fundamentally inertia and structurally unstable to unaccounted perturbations because of the presence of stability only in the ideal case of decisions (without disturbances), but in conditions of disturbances action rising drift parameters is appeared.
To eliminate these phenomena, that is, to achieve roughness (robustness) of convergence, algorithms are modified by the introduction of feedback by adjustable parameters (regularization). As a result the algorithms of the form ( , )
(α -feedback depth), in which there is an exponential (dissipative) adaptive processes, can be obtained. However, the use of such means for achieving algorithm roughness is associated with the availability of permanent transient processes in the adaptive system: error vector e must not be zero.
In order to relax this condition it is necessary to strengthen the parameter α and increase the speed setting that in the multidimensional case is restrictively on stability. In any case it is technically unacceptable.
The paper presents synthesis of a new algorithm in a form k = F (e, x). For its construction Lyapunov functions method is also used. The convergence of processes is almost instantaneous and has an asymptotic nature. Structurally, it looks like a nonlinear algorithm such as parameter feedback, but functionally is efficient with significant (multiple) deviations of the dynamic parameters of control plant.
Theoretical results

Introductory Notes
Assume that the control plant is specified as:
where
Matrix shown in (1) are described as follows: 
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Construction of the algorithm is represented by the scheme of the system with a reference model [2] .
Let us suppose that the equation of reference model is given by:
where ˆ( ) 
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For the case when the matrix B is irreversible, modifying the equation (3) 
it leads to the equivalence of the equation (3) and the modified equation.
Lemma
The control law ( ) a u t ensures asymptotic stability of the trivial solution of the equation (3) Consider the equation (3), when δ(t)=0, for determining the control structure: 
To ensure the asymptotic stability of system (5) is sufficient to:
From the expressions (5) and (6) 
Let us assume that
Let us take the diagonal elements of Г(t) are constant and negative, that is γ ii < 0 and then Ψ 1 (t) < 0 and find the conditions for the inequality Ψ 2 (t) < 0. Use the substitution [3] :
Thus, from (9) it follows that if α ij < 0, then Ψ 2 (t) <0 and if γ ii < 0 and constant α ij < 0, i ≠ j, then the asymptotic stability condition (7) of the system (5) is satisfied.
From the expression (8) we obtain the matrix of adjustable parameters ( ) K t ), that has the following form: For the calculation of matrix ( ) K t "nominal" values of elements θ i * of the matrix A are used.
Theorem
The system (1) The study adopted the equivalent system of equations of the object, characterized by the presence of the right sides of the brackets, that can change the sign at parameter variation. This property characterizes the uncertainty in a more complicated and is therefore attractive for the study.
Thus, research equations are As a result, obtained the following: The equations of nonlinear control (6) is obtained in the form: 
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The efficiency of nonlinear algorithm was investigated under the following conditions:
x changing a few values of elements of matrix A 
The simulation results of synchronous generator transient processes with three sets of matrix elements (reduction/increasing 5 times and the nominal values) in MatLab/Simulink environment shown in Fig. 1 an Fig. 2 . Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 
Conclusion
The development of automatic excitation controllers are the basic methods of linear control theory in the synthesis of control algorithms, and used only the standard PD -laws. However, in control problems with the uncertainty of a synchronous generator (parametric perturbations), these methods are ineffective.
To stabilize the dynamic behavior of synchronous generator excitation system in different operation conditions most appropriate introduction of adaptive control systems based on models and inertia less algorithms.
The deficiency of adaptive algorithms in schemes with reference / adjustable model and parametric adaptation is that the convergence of the algorithm is exponentially stable in the variables error, but the parametric adaptation processes by Lyapunov indicates unrobust stability convergence parametric adaptation processes.
Synthesized law fast-response parameter adaptation has asymptotic (here exponential) convergence process with zero adaptation time, a robust unaccounted disturbances and large parametric deviations. System simulation study shows effective treatment to parametric deviations even with a change of its sign.
The mode of bifurcation occurrence [6] shows the ability to limit the size of the attractor and even its complete suppression. The algorithm is preferable for practical use, as freely and universally implemented for controlling technical objects.
